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-, ABSTRACT

i Applying the factorization method, we generalize

• the harmonic-oscillator and the Coulomb potentials, both

3 in arbitrary dimensions. We also show that this method

" allows the determination of the superpotentials and the

s supersymmetric partners associated with each of those

systems.
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Abstract- Applying the factorisation method, we generalize the

harmonico-osci11dtor and the Coulomb potentials. both in

arbitrary dimensions. We also show that this method allows the

determination of the superpotentials and the supersyrometric

partners associated with each of those systems.



The? factoriration method, although well known, has recently

received renewed attention. In particular we mention the papers

by Mi el nil; (t^O-1), Fernandez (1934) and Kimel (19P^).

The fact that exactly soluble problems o-f quantum mechanics

cen be solved in terms of creation and annihilation operators

has bc?t?n explored. Miolnik (1934) has applied the factor i rat ion

fru/thod in the? 1-dimensional harroonic-osci 11 £>tor probU-m and

Fernandez (1734) treated the 3-dimensional Coulomb potential.

In their approach, new potentials were produced. In other words,

i-f we start with the harmonic oscil lator, the procedure allows us

to construct a new class of potentials which s t i l l have the

r n - i l l ator tpectrum. This is achieved by means cf the generalized

frsion of the operators that define the algebraic method of

r -ictoriration.

On the other hand, the realm of supersymmetric quantum

mechanics hue also been explored in dealing with the harmonic

cici l lator and Coulomb potentials. The reader is referred to the

paper* by Cooper and Freedman (1933,1935), Alihoury and Comtet

(1934), Ko<_i.t.lecJ;y and Nieto (1934), Lancaster (1934), Ravndsl

tl934>, Haym«l-. er and Rau (193&). The super symmetric partners for

those systems were obtained in arbitrary dimensions by

KostGlecfcy, r;icto end Truax (1935). Furthermore the connection

bc-tween harmonic oscillators and the hydrogen atom <Bergmann and

Frishman, 1965; Rocfmore, 1975; Kibler and MegAdi, 1933; Cornish,



198'»; kibler, Rcnveaux and Negadi, 193Í..), in arbitrary

dimensions, M ? S also extended to its supersymmetric partners

iKostel e?cl;y et. al., 1935). This series of maps between the

various involved systems is achieved by means of the radial

solutions.

In this work. we also consider the=e systems and its

supersymmetric partners, in arbitrary dimensions, and construct

its solutions by means of the -factorization method. Furthermore,

we show that the generalized version of the creation and

annihilation operators provided by the? f actor i rat ion method lo.-td'.:

to the possible superpotentials that define the supersymm&tric

charges.

In section 2, we describe the harmonic oscillator in D

dimensions by using the factorization method. Resides, through a

generalized version of this method, we determine the class of

potentials that exhibits the same energy spectrum as the

osci1lator.

In section 3. we apply the procedure to the Coulomb potential

in d dimensions. We also work out the solutions of its

corresponding generalized version.

In section 4, we include a descriptive discussion of the?

supersymmefcric quantum mechanics and identify our previous
»

Hami 1 tonians as components of the super^/mmetric one. We-

also show that superpotentials can be obtained from thc-

corresponding generalised version of the operators that natural 1 /

appear in the development of the generalised factorization



metho d .
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In this section, we apply the factorization method for the

harmonic oscillator in D dimensions. The radial eigenvalue

equation for the D-dimensional simple harmonic oscillator

of mass *n and angular -frequence \JJ is given by

(2.1)

where

(2.2)

The explicit expression for ^M,I^R^ is not relevant for

the purposes of this paper. Its normalization is taken as

" - .v » ^ , i « ) -- Í"

The energy eigenvalues EN are given by

4.*.*

(2.3)

< 2 # 4 J

with ror ; *i?o,*,.-.. and D^, 2

As is well known, the factorisation method consists of

introducing creation and annihilation-type operators to obtain



the radial Hamilton! an in a f actor i red form. Fw the

D-dimensional harmonic oscillator, we have

(2.5)

where the operators <*t and 0LL are given by

22JÜa = * J i • 22JÜ R -

and

1
Jl t R

By usinç these operators, we can also real ire that

(2.6b)

H = 0 - ^ 0 ^ + lUL ( Zl +P-Z) <2.7>

The operators G>L and Q>k are interpreted as creation and

annihilation ones. In order to clarify this point, we rewrite the

eigenvalue equation (2.1) as

H U (*) * * Ü ( R )

*• 2**1, i i**+ifi i«»»*i#t (2.8)

and

<2.9)

Now i t is straightforward to show that we have the relations



Ü k * ] C) (2.11)

By comparing these two last relations, we get a c instruction

•ethod -for obtaining the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of M t

Fro* eqs (2.10) and (2.11), Me have that

(2.12)

is an eigenfunction of the operator a ua* , and that

from which wo get «•»'*•*-<• . Thus we conclude that

This relation shows us that O.t operating on ^^•t,t.

increases L by one unit while *• decreases by one.

Eq. (2.14) is an example of a ladder relation. Similarly, Me can

also obtain a ladder relation involving the decreasing operator

* t namely

«• •• - 0 <2.15)

In the following» we will explore some possibilities of



generalisation of the operator» O.fc and *-», proposed by

Hielnik C19S4). In particular we will construct a whole class of

potentials in D dimensions which have the D-diatensional

haraonic-oscillator spectru».

Let us define the new operators

L *~~* 1 Ji " I (2.16a)

^ \ 'TF *

with £.<*> to b * deteratined, and demand that the relation

(2.7) also holds for these operators, na«ely,

<2.17a)

<2.17b>

Fro* this condition, we obtain the following Ricatti differential

equation for f t («) ,

_ MB)

In the present case, -fro» (2.6), we know a particular solution

for this equation, given by

X (2.19)
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So th» general solution can be written as

(2.20) '

Standard analytic manipulations of the resulting

differential equation for 4^1*) Mill produce the solution

In order to avoid problems with possible singularities in

(2.21)» we impose the following conditions on X t

a) if (2L+D-1) is even then

(2.22a)

b) i f (2L+D-1) is odd then

. (2.22b)

Let us now turn to the generalized version of H( . Let us

first note that the commutator of At and A k is not a

number, but given by

(2.23)

As we will see, based on this fact we will be able to define

another Hamilton!an different of Ht . In this new description,

we would like to establish m relation in terms of A± mnd

A\ , similar to eq. (2.5). With this objective in mind and



using (2.17) and (2.23), we writ» the Hamilton!an M^4 in terms

©f At and A* in th* following way

(2.24)

On th» other hand, fro* «q. <2.2> we can see that

I I •» M — ** *

» " l>1"1 "ZI Jt <2.25>

Now, by cenparing with »q. (2.24), MC obtain

Hence, the inverted product of the operators flt and

"w produces a new Hamilton!an that differs from the previous

**i by the function 4i **) . Thus we are suggested to

define the Hamiltonian ifk as

<2.27)

which turns out to be the corresponding generalized version of

Hfc n a m e l y ,

* "*~ (2.28)

However, due to the noncommutativity of At »nd /) b we ob-

tained a new class of potentials t?(R) given by



The eigenvectors end eigenvalues associated with the new

Hamilton! an tfL can be obtained by noticing that

M. At - At ( i 2 Z 0 }

So, i f { UM u 1 | are the eigenvectors of H^, , with eigenvalues

f## then \til 4* d̂ i } ***e the eigenvectors o* ' " t with

ei genval ues ( f^ * ij a») •

The eigenvectors of «re orthogonal, for

(«1 (2.31>

However, the basis described by { At UM,I*« } do not span the

whole space t **) «At i* the operator that allows us to get the

eigenfunctions of Hi from the corresponding eigenfunctionr of

Hc+1 ) but in this process Me miss the real ground state for

fixed L. We can solve this problem through the following

considerations. The "missing vector" fi,t(*) v that completes *

the basis, is orthogonal to the set lAt^w.fM/ » i.e.,

At for all N . C!.32>

From <2.32>, it is also true that

V , 0m^4 ) = (2.33)

II



to determine

This is a first-order differential equation with solution

given by

(2.35)

that corresponds to the ground state associated with each fixed L.

The corresponding eigenvalue is given, by (U+&)tu>/£ , since

^ (2.36)

In this way, we succeded in generalizing the D—dimensional

harmonic-oscillator Haniltonian, defined in terms of the CtL and

o7L operators, to a new class of Hamilton!an* ̂ ft p defined in

terms of the generalised Ac and AL operators. Tht

spectrum of both Hamilton!an* is the sane when we include the

"Missing vectors".

3. lbs £&uLfi$b. EBUQUCL ia KÁÍÍLKX

In a way very similar to that of the previous section where

we discussed the D-dimensional harmonic oscillator, we can also

*
J2



define cr«*tion and annihilation operators to obtain the

d-dimensional Coulomb Haeiltonian in a fac tori zed fora).

The present eigenvalue problea read*

^ * * (3.1)

«there

- 1 ^ A \
<S.2)

whose eigenvalues are given by

(3.3)

With <Ht « r 4 Í » ^ *»r m 0 ,1 , . . .

'he factorized fora) of this Hamiltonian can be written as

(3.4)

with

jf=~Tj37 $* \ Z ) r J (3.5a)

and

In order to determine the eigenf unctions of the



tf-diMnsional Couloab Haeiltonian, we consider the foi lowing two

possible -for*» of factorization

and

The corresponding eigenvalue equations read

H, p , CO • F ..., . R . >>

and

( 3 . B )

«*•< R
% +Je4at^ l t P > • F fv r t * * / «H R 4v*«* t . *H ' ( 3 ' 9 )

From these equations, we obtain the following relations

and

By comparing these two last equations we are led to the

following results

(3.12)
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and

P - £ . €3.13)

From the equality 13.13) between energies, we obtain

, "4 that allows us to recognize kg as a ladder

operator, i.e.,

€3.14)

As we have done in the previous section, we can obtain

ladder relations that envolve the operator kjj, , namely

C*-) s R lr) 13.15)

Now we will generalize the operator» b^ and bj, in such

way that they will still product tt.e samo spectrum of the usual

d-dimencionai Coulomb Hamilton!an.

Let us define the generalized operators

B* V5^ I J r )

- i • Ff(»-> I (3.16b)
)

and demand that their product reproduces the spectrum c.f W,

i.e. t



In this case, the differential equation that defines our c "•"» '

Is g-.ven by

<3. IB)

since

„.„,

In order to -find the general solution of (3.18), we write

as its known particular solution plus an unknown function

(3.20)

We get

J
In this case, to avoid singularities, we require that

r > © or r<-i
In* J (3.22)

As before, we notice that the commutator

(3.23)



* ar.d 'hence th» invtrtid order of the product Bj B^ Mill Al

define another Hamiltonian. First consider that we can write

** *• r* *»

Now from <3.2> we have

(3.25)

which is useful for rewritting eq. <3.24) in terms of Hĵ  and

comparing it with their generalized form obtained from (3.4). The

result is written as

-2

(3.26)

We see that the order of the operators Bjt and B^ in the

R.H.S, do not define the same M^ , «nd in consequence, we mrm

led to define another Hamilton!an K j as

* * *n *
) (3.27)

This new operator exists due to the noncommutativity of B jj,

and Bj| , and corresponds to a modified potential ^ given by

.1 **> I

(3.28)

17



From the eigenvalue equation for W$ i t is not difficult to

see that | B^ R̂  4 # 11 are the eigenfunctions i*\^»,ji»i} * r e * n e

corresponding eigenf unctions of HtM • * n d that itj^ and

H^44 have the same eigenvalue F^ . Here, as i n the

harmonic-oscil lator case, we also have "missing states" R»*4 •

They are s imi la r ly determined from the orthogonality condi t ion ,

for a l l *n,

if %

**' ** (3.29)

or

* R I * * . * ' R^,l«"» / C3.3O)

We so obtain the equation that defines the "missing vector", namely

* -*•"•* (3.31)

which admits the solution

This missing state has the eigenvalue

Í M O> I f M È i -1 _ A\ I

(3.33)

and completes the basis for ri£, •

Therefore, we obtained a new d-dimensional potential (3.28)

10



whose sr luble Hamiltonian rft has the same spectrum as

n f £ti§ ladder OQgrators

Me have written the harmonic-oscillator and Coulomb

Kami Itonian& in terms of Croatian and annihilation operators» In

this section, we will interpret these operators as supersymmetric

charges. With this identification, we intend to show that a l l new

H«mi ltonians obtained by the combination of those ladder

operators, inclusive their generalized versions,, correspond to

obtain their supersymmetric partners.

&Lipc?rsymmbtric quantum mechanics refers to systems for

which there e;:ist charges Q and Q obeying the following

anticommutation relations

(4 .1 )

These charges are usually writting in the form

Q * . (pWWi>?) cr-

and

and , ** \ '

Th© super symmetric Hamilton! an \\ is written as

19



> • #

(4.4)

where ^ is the Pauli matrix.

The function ^l") is known as the superpotential. We use

the -following matrix representation -for C *nd (T ,

" Ito / ' u I oo / (4.5)

Eq. (4.4) can be written as

H * l$4 V (4.6)

with

fc* = Í j L • W'tx)
<4.7)

The eigenstates of the supersymmetric Hamilton!an H»

are written as a victor,

(4.8)

and, from equation (4.6) and M$J *fr t t t we can obtain

(Cooptr et . a l . 1993, 1935)

*% (4.9)

and



which shoM how supersymmetry i«plies that the solutions with the

same energy are paired.

In the harmonic-oscillator case, let us take

t .at now define the Hamiltonian H t with eigenvalue zero, for

all L» in the present context, the realization for H~ is

ir.is Hamiltonian has the eigenvalue 2 •»**>"* t ** %, © . Its

super symmetric partner H* is given by

(4.13)

with eigenvalue 2 K W » ( M - M ) . Therefore, they have th» same

spectrum except for the ground state. He identify the operators

O.i and ofb with D~ and t> ; respectively, which realize

the supersymmetric algebra. And so, as has been done by

Koátelecfey et. ai. (1985), the superpotential W can be

directly obtained from the D operators. The ground state

c* > be tal;en from P f w * O as

On the other hand, the generalized Hamiltonisn

defined by the operators 4 k and /^ , in eq. (2.17a),

21



will correspond to our generalized H L , according to eqs.

(2.16) and (2.17b). The latter, when compared with eq« (4.4),

with <f. •< w * t already exhibits the super potential and eq.

<2.18), introduced by the generalised -factorization Method, shows

the general -for» that the super potential exist have in order to

produce the haraonic-oscillator spectrue., except for the zero

ground state in this case. The other Hamiltonian

(4.16)

defines its generalized super symmetric partner, since

(4.17)

and

1.18)

22



.e corresponding supersyeaetric Haailtonian for t h * haraonic

d i l a t o r reads

(4.19)

Pur conclusions -for the haraonic oscillator can be directly

extended to the Couloab potential. In this case, we have

<4.20>

and

Hj * b*k* " % TTT I *4 J (4.21)

- i

Again, H* recog.ize \>^ and ^ as D and &' respectively.

By considering their generalized version, we *rm led to the

supersynMMttric Hamiltionian

- « / (4.22)

He can obtain the super potential fro* the generalized operators

X and *>Jt thro- rt> e<,s. (3.16) to 13.18).

Xn this way, we succeeded in establishing the complete

23



relation between the centralized annihilation and creation

operators with al l possible super symmetric charges. These are

expressed in teras of the superpotentials which can be obtained

fro* eq. <2.20>, for the harwonic-oscil lator-type spectru», and

frcMH oq. <3.20) for the Couloaib-potential-type one.
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